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ABSTRACT

This paper provides evidence that the COVID-19-related
mortality rate of national government ministers and
heads of state has been substantially higher than that of
people with a similar sex and age profile in the general
population, a trend that is driven by African cases (17
out of 24 reported deaths worldwide, as of 6 February
2021). Ministers’ work frequently puts them in close
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contact with diverse groups, and therefore at higher risk
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the underreporting of cases, and, later, the disproportionate
impact of the so-called ‘South African’ variant (501Y.V2).
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The paper then turns its attention to the public health
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and political implications of the trend. While governments
have measures in place to cope with the sudden loss
of top officials, the COVID-19-related deaths have been
associated with substantial changes in public health
policy in cases where the response to the pandemic had
initially been contested or minimal. Ministerial deaths may
also result in a reconfiguration of political leadership, but
we do not expect a wave of younger and more gender
representative replacements. Rather, we speculate that
a disconnect may emerge between the top leadership
and the public, with junior ministers filling the void and
in so doing putting themselves more at risk of infection.
Opposition politicians may also be at significant risk of
contracting SARS-CoV-2.
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As the COVID-19 pandemic enters its second
year, there is an ample and growing body of
evidence that certain demographic factors,
such as age and biological sex, affect a
person’s susceptibility to the SARS-
CoV-2
virus.1 2 Socioeconomic factors, including
people’s occupations, also impact the likelihood that someone is exposed to SARS-CoV-2,
particularly when jobs are not adaptable to
working from home and involve close contact
with other people.3 Although these jobs are
most likely to be held by low-income people,
this description arguably applies to political
elites. There have been several high-profile

Summary box
►► In the 12 months between 6 February 2020 and

6 February 2021, COVID-19 claimed the lives of
at least 24 national ministers and heads of state,
which is well in excess of the reported in-office
death rate for such politicians in recent years.
Seventeen of these deaths are from the African
continent (and the count kept growing after 6
February 2021), putting the COVID-19 death rate
at 1.33% among national ministers and heads
of states—seven times above estimates of the
world's average for a demographic profile of similar sex and age average for the same period.
►► While comorbidities such as obesity or diabetes can-

not be ruled out as a cause of such African specificity, other hypotheses include the lower quality of
healthcare and a halt in international medical transfers used by African elites as well as, later, the incidence of the so-called ‘South African’ variant (501Y.
V2) of the virus.
►► The trend also invites careful reflection on the
spread of COVID-19 in countries where data and
testing are limited, especially among similar demographic profiles.
►► The deaths have an important symbolic value and
have been associated with shifts in COVID-19 policies in some countries. They are also likely to result
in some reconfiguration of the political space.

cases of politicians becoming ill with COVID19. However, accurately determining political
elites’ susceptibility to COVID-19 requires
systematic investigation.
In this paper, we present evidence that the
COVID-19-related mortality rate in national
governments is substantially higher than that
of the general population, mostly owing to
deaths in African countries. We show that
sex and age do not fully explain this trend,
before exploring possible explanations
and discussing public health and political
consequences.
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Why have so many African leaders died
of COVID-19?

BMJ Global Health

HOW CAN WE KNOW WHETHER POLITICIANS ARE MORE LIKELY
TO DIE OF COVID-19?
The health and well-being of those in positions of power
are typically the subject of much media attention. In the
analysis below, we focus on ministers and heads of state.
They represent only a fraction of those in positions of
power, but they also constitute a well-defined group that
can be counted in a similar fashion across countries. We
created a list of deaths based on two sources that were each
systematically verified. First, we looked at lists appearing
in traditional online media—especially Deutsche Welle
(Germany),4 The Citizen (Tanzania)5 and Al Jazeera
(Qatar)6—that mention prominent COVID-19-
related
deaths. Second, we sorted through Google News results
generated by the keywords ‘minister’, ‘died/dies’ and
‘COVID-19/coronavirus’, in English and French. The
high visibility of ministers and heads of state means that
the list is likely to be comprehensive, but the suppression and politicisation of information on prominent
COVID-19 cases remains an issue. Presidents Magufuli
of Tanzania and Nkurunziza of Burundi are discussed in
the paper because, while the communiqués announcing
their deaths do not mention COVID-19, many in the
media and civil society have suggested such a (plausible)
connection.
For this reason, and because it is less likely to make the
news, listing people who tested positive for COVID-19 is
more challenging. We focused on Africa and compiled a
list using data from Jeune Afrique magazine,7 as well as
results from manually sorting through Google News and
2

systematically checking the articles containing ‘minister
tested positive’ and ‘COVID-19’ on Factiva.
In January 2020, the Inter-Parliamentary Union and
UN (IPU/UN) Women released a count of women in
ministerial positions in 190 countries.8 It shows 78% of
ministers are men and provides the number of people
holding ministerial portfolios in each country. In addition to sex (sex corresponds to gender for most ministers), age is a key factor determining susceptibility to
COVID-19: the WhoGov dataset, which includes information on ministers in 177 countries for the period
1966–2016, was the best available source.9 Our focus is
on national-level (or federal/union) ministers and heads
of states. Data on COVID-19 mortality disaggregated by
sex, age and country are available for 54 countries from
the Sex, Gender and COVID-19 Project.10
AFRICAN MINISTERS ARE MORE LIKELY TO DIE OF COVID-19
We identified 24 deaths that occurred between 6 February
2020 (the first reported COVID-19 death outside Asia)
and 6 February 2021 (see online supplemental file). We
focus the statistical analysis on these 12 months.
Using the IPU/UN Women data, this suggests a
mortality rate of 0.60% among ministers and heads of state
(figure 1). It is significantly different from the general
mortality rate for a population similar to the ministers’,
that is, 60.5 years old and men, which our highest estimate puts at 0.17% (using the 56 countries for which we
have data on both groups: t(53)=1.780, p=0.087). In 48
Falisse J-B, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e005587. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-005587
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Figure 1 COVID-19 death rates (as of 15 February 2021). Data sources: ministers and heads of states—deaths: authors’ own
compilation/total number of ministers: IPU/UN Women (01 January 2020). General death rate—Sex, Gender and COVID-19
Project (15 January 2021), see text for details. Bars are 95% CI.
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WHY DO SO MANY AFRICAN LEADERS DIE OF COVID-19?
High-
level politicians are likely to be exposed to
SARS-CoV-2 more often than the average citizen in their
countries. They are typically in close physical contact
with a lot of people, as their jobs involve formal meetings, parliamentary sessions and interactions with the
Falisse J-B, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e005587. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-005587

media and the general public. They also tend to travel
a lot, both domestically and, when possible, internationally. They meet many people from diverse groups, some
of whom, including other politicians, are also in high-
risk categories—COVID-19 clusters have been found
among the cabinets of Guinea Bissau in March (five positive cases, including the prime minister),12 South Sudan
in May 2020 (10 positives)13 and Zimbabwe in January
2021 (three ministers died).14 Many of the leaders’ activities are difficult to shift online, and often involve being
indoors, where the likelihood of contracting SARS-CoV-2
is far higher. It is also worth noting that the first COVID19-related ministerial deaths were in countries where the
parliament was still meeting in-person in the first half
of 2020, such as Somalia, Guinea, Niger and Burundi.15
Elections involve rallies and even more meetings, and
therefore further interpersonal contact and risk of infection: in Africa, over 40% of the countries that had an
election in the last 12 months lost at least one minister
to COVID-19, versus only 10% for countries that did not
(χ2(1, n=53)=7.154, p=0.007). For example, in Guinea,
which held a referendum in March 2020 and a general
election in October 2020, Minister Secretary General of
the Government Sékou Kourouma died of COVID-19 in
April, only 24 hours after the head of Guinea’s electoral
commission also succumbed to the disease.16
Given that these occupational risks exist in all countries, they cannot account for why the number of senior
political figures who have died on the African continent
during the pandemic is relatively high. As their sex and
age profiles also do not fully account for this, further
explanation is required. We will now investigate five non-
mutually exclusive hypotheses.
A first possibility is that African leaders are more likely
to exhibit COVID-19 comorbidities. The evidence to
support this hypothesis is limited and is generally not
reflected in publicly available information: individual
comorbidities are typically kept confidential and, even
after death, they are rarely made public. Furthermore,
a study based on high-income countries has established
that people elected to their country’s highest office tend
to die younger—a phenomenon described as ‘accelerated ageing’—but no specific health conditions are
mentioned.17 However, we uncovered no evidence that
indicates this issue affects African leaders more than their
counterparts in other regions. Diabetes and obesity are
more frequent among wealthy African individuals with a
high level of education,18 but this is also the case in Asia.19
It was notable that at least five of the senior politicians
who died after becoming ill with COVID-19 were known
diabetics, including two Bangladeshi ministers and eSwatini prime minister Ambrose Dlamini.
A second hypothesis relates to healthcare provision.
Many African health systems are chronically under-funded
and under-resourced, and this hampers their response
to COVID-19 infections.20 While US president Donald
Trump benefitted from cutting-edge experimental treatment when he was in office, this may not have been the
3
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countries out of 56, 60.5 years is included in a bracket
that goes up to at least 70 years old and Europe is disproportionately represented (23 countries).
The WhoGov dataset contains the year of death for
some ministers and heads of state. In the most recent
period (2010–2016), which covers only 101 countries,
an average of 0.24% (SD: 4.894) of them died during a
year when they were in office (which does not necessarily
mean they died in office). We do not have a count of
ministers and heads of state who died of causes unrelated
to COVID-19 for 2020 or 2021. However, when counting
only COVID-19-related deaths, the excess mortality would
already be around 140% of our estimate for 2010–2016.
The death toll is particularly high in Africa. The 17 deaths
give a mortality among ministers and heads of state of 1.33%,
which is substantially higher than both the global death
rate for people of similar age and gender (t(105)=2.357,
p=0.023) and the African figure that stands even lower at
0.15%. The latter statistic comes from only nine countries,
and its accuracy is likely limited (especially outside urban
areas. The ministerial death rate in these nine countries is
incidentally substantially higher, at 2.5%). The results are
similar when using the 12-month period before 30 March
2021 (submission of the revised version of this manuscript).
Overall, Zimbabwe (four deaths) and eSwatini (three deaths,
including the prime minister) are the most affected.
According to the partial data from the WhoGov dataset,
the average age of African ministers was 63.93 (SD 6.25)
in 2016. This is slightly higher than that of the rest of the
world combined at 60.09 years old, but is not statistically
different from Asia’s (62.93) or the Americas’ (62.41).
The level of gender parity among African ministers is
similar to the global level (23% women vs 21% for the
rest of the world combined). Those African ministers and
heads of state and government who died of COVID-19
were all men, with the exception of Ellen Gwaradzimba
(Zimbabwe’s minister of State for Manicaland Provincial Affairs), and on average they were aged 61.22 (SD:
9.48). If anything, the African leaders who succumbed to
COVID-19 were slightly younger than their seven counterparts on other continents (62.66; SD: 7.71).
Providing an accurate estimate of the case fatality rate
among ministers and leaders is difficult because of the likelihood our list of positive cases is incomplete. Focusing on
the most preoccupying case of Africa, the available data
give a rather unrealistic 26%. Using the infection fatality
rate may be more informative: the 1.33% mortality rate
reported above is similar to the global infection fatality
rate for men aged 65 estimated by O’Driscoll et al based
on 45, mostly high-income, countries.11
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eight of them occurred after the so-called ‘South African’
SARS-CoV-2 variant (501Y.V2), which is more transmissible,34 was first reported.
CONSEQUENCES: SHAPING HEALTH POLICY… AND
DEMOCRACY?
States have well-established procedures to deal with the
deaths of ministers and heads of state while in office, and
we did not find evidence of significant destabilisation of
governments following these COVID-19-related deaths.
However, the deaths do have an important symbolic
impact on the population and government, and they
have been associated with substantial changes in public
health policy, especially in contexts where the response
to the pandemic had been contentious or minimal. In
Malawi, where the country’s high court had blocked
lockdown measures in April 2020 following a challenge
from civil society groups,35 the death of Lingson Belekanyama (minister of local government and rural development) was used by president Lazarus Chakwera to
stress the importance of new restrictions.36 In Burundi,
president Nkurunziza died on 9 June 2020 following a
short stay in hospital. Despite the official communiqué
mentioning ‘cardiac arrest’, it is strongly suspected
that COVID-19 was the cause of death.37 Hitherto, the
Burundian authorities had downplayed the severity of
the epidemic in the country and the WHO representative had been expelled for allegedly interfering with
pandemic management. By 30 June, new president Evariste Ndayishimiye had announced that COVID-19 was
Burundi’s biggest enemy, and a new campaign of active
COVID-19 screening was launched shortly after.38 In
December 2020, when former president Pierre Buyoya
died, there was no hesitation in announcing that it was
due to COVID-19.39 Tanzania’s president John Magufuli made global headlines for minimising the danger of
COVID-19 and calling for prayers and untested herbal
medicine as treatment and prophylaxis.40 In May 2020,
the country stopped reporting cases, and on 1 February
2021 the health minister announced that Tanzania was
still not interested in a vaccine programme.41 However,
on 19 February, the president’s chief secretary, John
Kijazi, was among a series of prominent people who died
of what many in the media suspected was COVID-19.42
On 22 February, president Magufuli finally urged citizens
to wear masks.43 These events were soon overtaken by his
own death, which, according to official sources, occurred
on 17 March due to heart complications. Before it was
announced, Magufuli had been absent from public view
for several weeks. During this time, rumours that he had
COVID-19, and that he had gone to Kenya for treatment,
circulated widely.40 At the time of writing, it is early in
new president Samia Suluhu Hassan’s tenure, but there
are indications that further changes to COVID-19 policy
will be implemented, including the recent publication of
new ministry of health COVID-19 treatment guidelines.
Countries that already had strong COVID-19 responses
Falisse J-B, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e005587. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-005587
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case for many African leaders. African elites, especially
those from the poorer nations, often seek to access better
healthcare in higher-
income African countries or in
private clinics in Asia or Europe.21 For example, former
president Robert Mugabe regularly took his medical
check-ups in Singapore, where he died in hospital in
2019. During the same year, current Zimbabwean vice
president and minister of health Constantino Chiwenga
spent 4 months receiving medical treatment in China.22
There is no research on whether medical transfer abroad
was formally prohibited, but restrictions of movement in
the context of COVID-19 may have prevented African
elites from obtaining the better-quality healthcare that
they would normally have accessed,23 especially at short
notice. Prime minister Dlamini from eSwatini was transferred to South Africa, but not outside the continent.
Algerian president Abdelmadjid Tebboune was admitted
to a German hospital in November 2020 and survived.24
All the African ministers who died of COVID-19 died in
their country of origin.
A third possibility is that mortality in the general
African population is higher than reported. This argument is made in recent publications,25 but has been
challenged by the WHO26 and studies that use several
demographic, environmental and cultural features to
explain the comparatively low death rate in Africa.27 28
As mentioned above, the ministers and heads of state
considered in this analysis are particularly exposed, and it
would be dangerous to infer too much about the broader
population. They may, however, represent a wider class of
politicians and public personalities, as there is substantial anecdotal evidence of other high-profile individuals
dying of COVID-19 across Africa: examples include Mali’s
leader of the opposition Soumaila Cissé,29 Zanzibar’s first
vice president Maalim Seif Sharif Hamad,30 Nigerian
president’s chief of staff Abba Kyari31 and Zimbabwe’s
high court judge Clement Phiri.32 At a more general level,
the extremely high case fatality rate we compiled using
publicly available data does suggest under-reporting of
positive cases highlighted in various publications, which
may be associated with the relatively low levels of testing
in many African countries.33
A fourth possibility is that the risk of contracting
SARS-CoV-2 is higher for African ministers because their
work environment is busier and, therefore, more prone
to the circulation of the virus. African cabinets are on
average larger than those in the rest of world (26.05 vs
19.13 ministers on average according to the IPU/UN
Women dataset: t(188)=5.785, p=0.000. The difference
holds when comparing to Asia, which comes second, and
when using the WhoGov 2010–2016 data). However, it
remains a weak hypothesis in the absence of comprehensive comparative data on ministerial cultures across continents—including, for instance, travel, meeting and rally
habits and ministerial cabinet sizes.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that no fewer than 9
out of the 17 death cases in Africa are in Southern Africa
(in South Africa, eSwatini, Zimbabwe and Malawi), and
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in place, such as Zimbabwe, Niger or Senegal, saw no
substantial changes to health policies following ministerial deaths.
Ministerial deaths will result in a reconfiguration of
political leadership. However, the passing of the baton
to a younger or more gender representative cohort
is unlikely (with President Samia in Tanzania being a
notable exception). The number of fatalities has been
too low to have such a catalytic effect and, as the case of
Zimbabwe shows, there are many more politicians, with
similar profiles, waiting to fill gaps.41
There may be a shift in the manner in which government business is transacted. The image of leaders who
have prided themselves on their longevity and indestructability is likely to be tarnished as they die or disappear
from public view—although none of the most long-
lasting presidents has yet been a casualty of COVID-19. It
is possible that as they become less visible in public, more
of the work of government will fall to deputies and junior
ministers who exist in significant numbers. The disconnect between the top leadership, the rest of the government apparatus and the wider public is likely to increase.
Junior or deputy ministers may be somewhat younger,
and, in many countries, these positions are occupied
by women more frequently than senior positions. While
there is a reduced chance of mortality, they are likely to
be much more exposed than the substantive ministers
who carry out fewer daily interactions even though they
ultimately call the shots.
The death of a significant number of opposition
politicians—who are also highly itinerant and interact
with many people—could spell a reduction in the pool
of those who are prepared to challenge and call to
account the sitting government. The same can be said
for lawyers (as seen in the case of the Tanganyika Law
Society42), and other public figures, such as academics,
who in many African countries play an important
public role in ensuring that there are political checks
and balances, and have already suffered major casualties in countries such as Zimbabwe,43 Tanzania44 and
Nigeria.45
African lawmakers across the political spectrum are of
course aware that many of their number are succumbing
to the pandemic, and most African countries are calling
for an accelerated rollout of foreign-
made vaccines.
Some political elites, it has been rumoured, have
already had privileged access to vaccines,34 which, if
true, suggests that they are not sceptical about immunisation—and this bodes well for political leaders acting
as role models for the wider population when further
vaccines become available. This is now the case in Ghana
and Ivory Coast, where mass inoculation has begun with
assistance from the UN-backed Covax distribution initiative. Mindful perhaps of their vulnerability, Ghana’s president Nana Akufo-Addo, and Ivory Coast’s minister of
culture Raymonde Goudou Coffie, were at the front of
the queue.46
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Ministers and heads of state who died of COVID-19 (6 February 2020 – 6 February 2021)
date of
death

country

name

age

occupation

place of death

12-Apr-20

Somalia

Khalif Mumin Tohow

58

minister of justice of hirshabelle state (since 2017)

Somalia (Mogadishu)

18-Apr-20

Guinea

Sékou Kourouma

63

minitser government secretary general (since 2018)

Guinea (Conakry)

03-May-20

Niger

Mohamed Ben Omar

55

minister of labour

Niger (Niamey)

25-May-20

Somalia

Ismail Gamadiid

59

Somalia (Mogadishu)

08-Jun-20

Burundi

Pierre Nkurunziza

55

minister of agriculture, the environment, and climate
change of puntland (since 2019)
president

13-Jun-20

Bangladesh

Mohammed Nasim

72

minister of Health and Family Affair

Bangladesh (Dhaka)

13-Jun-20

Bangladesh

Sheikh Md Abdullah

74

minister of state of religious affairs

Bangladesh (Dhaka)

29-Jul-20

Zimbabwe

Perrance Shiri

65

Zimbabwe (Harare)

29-Jul-20

Salko Bukvarević

53

20-Sep-20

Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Uzbekistan

Uktam Barnoev

56

minister of lands, agriculture and rural resettlement of
zimbabwe (since 2017)
minister for veterans and disabled veterans (since
2015)
deputy prime minister (since 2020)

23-Sep-20

India

Suresh Angadi

65

minister of state for railways of india (since 2019)

India (New Delhi)

13-Dec-20

Eswatini

Ambrose Mandvulo Dlamini

52

prime minister (since 2018)

South Africa

19-Dec-20

Uganda

Kirunda Kivejinja

85

Uganda (Kampala)

12-Jan-21

Malawi

Lingson Belekanyama

n/a

12-Jan-21

Malawi

Sidik Mia

55

15-Jan-21

Zimbabwe

Ellen Gwaradzimba

60

minister of east african community affairs (since
2016)
minister of local government and rural development
(since 2019)
minister of transport and public works (since 2020
and 2010–2014)
Manicaland Provincial Affairs Minister

18-Jan-21

Eswatini

Christian Ntshangase

51

minister of public service

Eswatini

20-Jan-21

Zimbabwe

Sibusiso Moyo

60

minister of foreign affairs (since 2017)

Zimbabwe (Harare)

21-Jan-21

South Africa

Jackson Mthembu

62

minister in the presidency (since 2019)

South Africa (Johannesburg)

22-Jan-21

Zimbabwe

Joel Matiza

60

Zimbabwe (Harare)

25-Jan-21

Eswatini

Makhosi Vilakati

n/a

minister of transport, communication and
infrastructural development (since 2018)
minister of labour

26-Jan-21

Colombia

Carlos Holmes Trujillo

69

minister of defense (since 2019)

Colombia (Bogotá)

Karuzi (Burundi)

Bosnia & Herzegovina
(Sarajevo)
Germany

source
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/4/12/somali-stateminister-dies-from-coronavirus
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-19/twoguinean-government-officials-die-after-getting-coronavirus
https://www.trtworld.com/africa/niger-labour-minister-diesfrom-coronavirus-public-tv-36019
https://www.garoweonline.com/en/news/puntland/somaliapuntlands-minister-for-agriculture-dies-of-coronavirus-inmogadishu
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jun/12/pierrenkurunziza-obituary
https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/politics/2020/06/1
3/mohammed-nasim-a-life-in-politics
http://www.uniindia.com/b-desh-state-minister-for-religiousaffairs-sheikh-md-abdullah-passesaway/world/news/2037783.html
https://www.thesouthafrican.com/news/zimbabwe/who-isperrance-shiri-black-jesus-dead-29-july-2020/
https://www.kosmo.at/schock-in-bosnien-herzegowinaminister-an-corona-gestorben/
https://www.rferl.org/a/uzbek-deputy-pm-barnoev-dies-fromcovid-19-complications/30849707.html
https://www.timesnownews.com/india/article/i-am-doing-finetaking-advice-of-doctors-suresh-angadi-s-last-tweet-after-hetested-covid-19-positive/657061
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronaviruseswatini-idUSKBN28N0VJ
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/africa/uganda-s-2nd-deputypremier-succumbs-to-covid-19/2083026

Malawi (Lilongwe)

https://www.monitor.co.ug/uganda/news/two-malawiministers-die-of-covid-19--3255066

Malawi

https://www.monitor.co.ug/uganda/news/two-malawiministers-die-of-covid-19--3255066

Zimbabwe (Harare)

https://www.zbcnews.co.zw/breaking-minister-gwaradzimbadies/
https://www.zimlive.com/2021/01/24/eswatinis-labour-andsocial-security-minister-dies-from-covid-19/
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/africa/zimbabwe-fills-cabinet-slotscreated-by-covid-19/2138802
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/01/21/africa/south-africaminister-covid-death-intl/index.html
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/africa/zimbabwe-coronavirusclaims-transport-minister/2120095

Eswatini

https://www.aa.com.tr/en/africa/eswatini-s-labor-ministerdies-of-covid-19/2121573
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/colombia-s-defenseminister-carlos-holmes-trujillo-dies-covid-age-n1255660
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03-Feb-21

Senegal

Abdoul Aziz Mbaye

66

minister of culture (since 2012)

Senegal (Dakar)

13-Jul-20

Yemen

Hasan al-Lawzi

60

minister of information

Egypt (Cairo)

BMJ Global Health

https://afrique.latribune.fr/politique/2021-02-05/senegaldefenseur-engage-pour-une-afrique-resiliente-abdoul-azizmbaye-nous-a-quittes-a-l-age-de-67-ans-876997.html
https://www.saba.ye/en/news3102675.htm

Tentative list of African Ministers and heads of state who had COVID-19 (excluding deaths)
Note: this list is unlikely to be comprehensive and should be treated with caution.
country

name

position

source

South Africa

Zweli Mkhize

health minister

https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2020-10-18/south-africas-health-minister-tests-positive-for-covid-19 -

South Africa

Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakul

defense minister

https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-10-02/trump-joins-growing-list-of-virus-infected-world-leaders -

South Africa

Gwede Mantashe

mineral resources and energy minister

https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-10-02/trump-joins-growing-list-of-virus-infected-world-leaders -

South Africa

Thulas Nxesi

labor minister

https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-10-02/trump-joins-growing-list-of-virus-infected-world-leaders -

South Africa

Ebrahim Patel

Trade, Industry, and Competition Minister

The Mercury - Factiva - Document MERCRY0020200727eg7r0000x - Minister tests

positive for Covid-19

Tunisia

Othman Jerandi

foreign minister

https://www.aa.com.tr/en/africa/tunisias-foreign-minister-tests-positive-for-covid-19/2121608 -

Tunisia

Ali Kooli

minister of economy and finance

Tunisia

René Trabelsi

minister or tourism

Morrocco

Abdelkader Amara

Minister of Equipment

Morrocco

Aziz Rabbah

Minister of Energy

Benin

Romual Wadagni

Minister of the Economy

Burkina Faso

Alpha Barry

Minister of Foreign Affairs

Burkina Faso

Idani oumarou

Minister of Mines

Burkina Faso

Harouna Kaboré

Minister of Trade

Burkina Faso

Stanislas Ouaro

Minister of Education

Burkina Faso

Siméon Sawadogo

Minister of Environment

Côte d'Ivoire

Patrick Ani

President's chief of staff

Côte d'Ivoire

Hamed Bakayojo

Prime minister

Guinea Bissau

Umaro Sissoco Embalo

President

Guinea Bissau

Nuno Gomes Nabiam

Prime Minister

https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.africanews.com/2020/04/30/guinea-bissau-pm-3-others-test-positive-for-covid-19/ -

Guinea Bissau

Antonio Deuna

Health Minister

https://www.africanews.com/2020/04/30/guinea-bissau-pm-3-others-test-positive-for-covid-19/ -

Guinea Bissau

Botche Candé

Interior Minister

https://www.africanews.com/2020/04/30/guinea-bissau-pm-3-others-test-positive-for-covid-19/ -

Guinea Bissau

Mario Fambe

Secretary of State for Public Order

https://www.africanews.com/2020/04/30/guinea-bissau-pm-3-others-test-positive-for-covid-19/ -
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Guinea Bissau

Monica Boiro

Secretary of State for Regional Integration

https://www.africanews.com/2020/04/30/guinea-bissau-pm-3-others-test-positive-for-covid-19/ -

Burundi

Thaddée Ndikumana

Minister of Health

CAR

Henri-Marie Dondra

Minister of Finance

DRC

Acacia Bandubola

Minister of the Economy

Botswana

Mokgweetsi Masisi

President

The Gambia

Isatou Toura

Vice President

https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.jeuneafrique.com/1120464/societe/un-an-de-covid-19-en-afrique-politiques-artistes-sportifs-ceux-quilont-eu-ceux-qui-lont-vaincu/ https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-10-02/trump-joins-growing-list-of-virus-infected-world-leaders -

The Gambia

Fatou Kinteh

The Gambia

Mambury Njie

minister for women’s affairs, children and social
welfar
Finance Minister

The Gambia

Fafa Sanyang

Energy Minister

The Gambia

Amie Fabureh

Agriculture Minister

Ghana

Kwaku Agyeman Manu

Health Minister

Mauritania

unnamed

minister

Nigeria

Geoffrey Onyeama

foreign minister

Nigeria

Abba Kyari

Chief of Staff to the President of Nigeria (since 2015)

South Sudan

Riek Machar

vice president

https://www.economist.com/middle-east-and-africa/2020/04/23/abba-kyari-who-tried-to-clean-up-nigeria-dies-ofcovid-19 http://apanews.net/en/news/sudan-10-cabinet-ministers-test-positive-for-covid-19 -

South Sudan

Angelina Teny

defence minister

http://apanews.net/en/news/sudan-10-cabinet-ministers-test-positive-for-covid-19 -

South Sudan

unnamed

minister 2

http://apanews.net/en/news/sudan-10-cabinet-ministers-test-positive-for-covid-19 -

South Sudan

unnamed

minister 3

http://apanews.net/en/news/sudan-10-cabinet-ministers-test-positive-for-covid-19 -

South Sudan

unnamed

minister 4

http://apanews.net/en/news/sudan-10-cabinet-ministers-test-positive-for-covid-19 -

South Sudan

unnamed

minister 5

http://apanews.net/en/news/sudan-10-cabinet-ministers-test-positive-for-covid-19 -

South Sudan

unnamed

minister 6

http://apanews.net/en/news/sudan-10-cabinet-ministers-test-positive-for-covid-19 -

South Sudan

unnamed

minister 7

http://apanews.net/en/news/sudan-10-cabinet-ministers-test-positive-for-covid-19 -

South Sudan

unnamed

minister 8

http://apanews.net/en/news/sudan-10-cabinet-ministers-test-positive-for-covid-19 -

South Sudan

unnamed

minister 9

http://apanews.net/en/news/sudan-10-cabinet-ministers-test-positive-for-covid-19 -

Zambia

Chitalu Chilufya

Health Minister

The East African - Zambia's Health minister tests positive for Covid-19

Zambia

Information Minister

Dora Siliya

The East African - Covid-19: Zambian minister tests positive
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Reuters - Factiva - Document LBA0000020200805eg8503t9p - UPDATE 1-Gambia imposes curfew as coronavirus
cases surge 60% in a week
RFI - Factiva - Document AFNWS00020200803eg830093z - Three Gambia Government Ministers Test Positive
for Covid-19
RFI - Factiva - Document AFNWS00020200803eg830093z - Three Gambia Government Ministers Test Positive
for Covid-19
RFI - Factiva - Document AFNWS00020200803eg830093z - Three Gambia Government Ministers Test Positive
for Covid-19
https://www.africanews.com/2020/06/15/ghana-health-minister-tests-positive-for-covid-19// BBC - Factiva - Document BBCMEP0020200618eg6i0035x - Covid-19 Roundup: Middle East and North Africa 18
June 2020
BBC - Factiva - Document BBCAP00020200720eg7k000gp - BBCM Africa Watchlist for 20 July
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